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Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUANAGood afternoon and thank you everyone for joining us for a special-edition PCoP webinar. Many of you who have been through this process probably ask where exactly is that finish line because it seems like there are questions that come out of nowhere well after your District Commander has signed the final report. Today we will be discussing what it takes to get your study over the finish line.
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WHY THIS WEBINAR NOW?

1) Prepare for large number of upcoming Chiefs reports.  

2) Communicate tips for avoiding common final report issues that 
cause delays at the end of feasibility phase.

3) Clarify post-submittal processing so we are prepared to support 
what comes after final reports are submitted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUANALast calendar year, the Corps Planning Team produces XX signed Chief’s Reports in time for WRDA 2020. That’s a lot of Chief’s Reports! But while those final reports were going through the process, many other studies were gearing up for TSPs, releasing draft report, and undergoing their final feasibility-level design and cost estimates. We are expecting another XX Chief’s Reports to be signed in 2021.With so many case studies in the last year, we want to strive to be a self-learning and self-improving organization. The HQ team compiled common final report issues we saw that hindered our ability to release for State and Agency Review, and in some cases delayed the signing of the Chief’s Report, and we’ve distilled them here for you in today’s presentation. Not only will we walk you through the common issues and how to address them, but also provide an overview of what happens after the final report is signed, key communication tips, and how your team can be prepared.
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PRESENTERS AND ROLES

Quana Higgins
Senior Planner
NWD/POD Regional 

Integration Team

Fay Lachney
Plan Formulation Team 
Lead 
Office of Water Project 
Review

Charles Wilson
Senior Planner
SPD Regional    

Integration Team

Judy McCrea
Plan Formulation 
Reviewer
Office of Water Project 
Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quana introduces speakersWe are a subset of quite a large group of team members who provided feedback for today’s presentation. Also, the information provided today is meant to reflect the current process and expectations for the upcoming Chief’s Reports but we recognize that changes may happen at any time.
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WHAT ROLE DO YOU PLAY?

MSC Headquarters

Click on the Annotation option      on the left side of your screen and then use 
the Pencil Tool or checkmark to mark your response.

District / PDT PCX

Policy & Legal Review Team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUANABefore we dive in, we want to see what your role is in the planning organization. Many of us are dual-hatted, so if you are one of those people, please indicate your role if you are working on a product that will lead to a Chief’s Report this year. We also recognize that the P&LRT is a blend of HQ and MSC, so use your annotation tool to let us know where you fall.
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WHEN IS YOUR CHIEF’S REPORT SCHEDULED 
TO BE SIGNED?

Click on the Annotation option      on the left side of your screen and then use 
the Pencil Tool or checkmark to mark your response.

April-June
2021

July – Sept 
2021

2023Oct – Dec 
2021

2022 2024 and 
beyond

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUANAAnd here we would like to know how many of you listening to the webinar today are going to have a Chief’s Report for your study… and if so, about when are you anticipating your Chief’s Report to be signed?
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ASA(CW) – Assistant Secretary of the Army for 
Civil Works
ATR – Agency Technical Review
BCR – Benefit-to-Cost Ratio
DCG-CEO – Deputy Commanding General for 
Civil and Emergency Operations
DCW – Director of Civil Works
DoRF – Documentation of Review Findings
DQC – District Quality Control
DST – District Support Team
IEPR – Independent External Peer Review
NEPA – National Environmental Policy Act
NHPA – National Historic Preservation Act
OMB – Office of Management and Budget
OWPR – Office of Water Project Review

ACRONYMS USED THROUGHOUT THE 
PRESENTATION

PB – Planning Bulletin
PCX – Planning Center of Expertise
PDT – Project Delivery Team
PGM – Planning Guidance Memorandum
PGN – Planning Guidance Notebook
P&LCR – Policy and Legal Compliance Review
RIT – Regional Integration Team
S&A – State and Agency
TPCS – Total Project Cost Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUANAWe’ve provided these acronyms as a reference slide for you all to come back to later.
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REFERENCES & APPLICABLE LAWS
Helpful background:
• ER 1105-2-100, Planning Guidance Notebook (PGN)
• Director’s Policy Memorandum 2019-01, Policy & Legal Compliance Review
• Policy and Legal Compliance Review Manager Roles and Responsibilities (19 

March 2019) – currently being updated.

This webinar will focus on:
• PB 2018-01(S), “Feasibility Study Milestones”
• PGN Appendix H: “Review and Approval of Decision Documents”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUANAThe Planning Toolbox has a wealth of information available, but who has the time to sift through that when you have a Chief’s Report around the corner? Hopefully your district, MSC or HQ team members are sharing these helpful pieces of guidance and applicable laws, but we’ve provided this as a reference slide for your convenience. Today, we will mostly be focusing on PB 2018-01(S) and Appendix H of ER 1105-2-100 that highlights the process and procedures of final report submittals and Washington-level reviews.As a good background, there is also the Review Manager Roles & Responsibilities SOP, which is currently under revision, but the existing SOP is available on the toolbox until it is replaced. This will be helpful for those first-time review managers out there.One note on the PB – the supplemental guidance helped clarify the submittal requirements for the final report package. Please reference the original planning bulletin for other information that was not covered in the supplemental, as that guidance is still relevant, but not the focus of today’s presentation.I’ll hand it over to Judy for the next couple slides to provide more context, and we’ll dive into the content.
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WHERE ARE WE IN THE CW PROCESS?
AGENDA

1. Final Report 
Common Issues

 Step 11

2. Chief’s Report 
Processing & 
Briefings

 Steps 12-14

Study Initiation 
Phase

Feasibility 
Phase

Washington-level 
review and processing

PED Phase

Construction
Phase

Administration Review of
Chief’s Report

State and Agency 
Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDYBefore we launch into the main content of the presentation, let’s talk about where we are in the Civil Works process.  We’re in the home stretch of the feasibility phase, where the District is preparing to submit the final report package for DQC, ATR, and policy review, as part of Step 11 circled in blue.Quana and I will present on Topic 1, final report common issues, and Fay and Charles will present on Topic 2, Washington Level review and processing, which are steps 12 through 14 circled in red – State and Agency Review, Signing of Chief’s Report, and Administration Review of the Chief’s Report.
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FINAL REPORT COMMON ISSUES

1. Incomplete submittals

2.Format / templates / Chief’s Report package documents

3.Backcheck of draft report comments 

4.Final report review issues

5.Coordination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDYFor the purposes of this webinar, we’ve categorized the issues into five groups – 1) Incomplete submittals, 2) Format/templates/Chiefs Report package documents, 3) Backcheck of draft report comments, 4) Final report review issues, and 5) Coordination.There will be a lot of material covered in the following slides, and it can be hard to take it all in at once.  But we’ll work with the PCoP to get these slides along with the speaking notes posted on the Planning Community Toolbox as soon as possible.  Whether you are on a PDT or on a review team, we hope you’ll refer to this slide deck as you prepare your submittal package and or conduct your review.
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INCOMPLETE SUBMITTALS
1. Signatures and Memos

 District Commander 
signature on Final Report

 Signed transmittal memo 
from District Commander

 Legal sufficiency memo

5. Environmental and 
Cultural Resources 

Compliance

 Water quality cert or 
letter of confirmation

 Environmental 
justice analysis

 Executed NHPA 
Section 106 
agreement

4. Agency Technical 
Review

 ATR report and 
certification for 
Final and Draft 
reports

 All issues resolved

2. Sponsor Financial Self-Certification 

 Use “for decision documents” form, not agreements form

https://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Project-
Partnership-Agreements/ppa_forms/

3. Mitigation or
Monitoring and Adaptive 

Management Plans 

 Include if needed

 Policy compliant

 Consistent with 
recommended plan

6. Independent External Peer Review 

 Provide IEPR waiver (if applicable)

 Provide Draft Agency Response to IEPR, not PDT’s responses to the panel
 Describe what and where changes were made

 Retain District funding for finalizing the Agency response

TIP: 
 Planning Bulletin 2018-01(S) 

has a list of products required 
for the final submittal. Triple 
check that you have these 
ready to go (and signed!) 
before you hit “send”.

 Completed Agency 
Response to IEPR can be 
found here: 
https://www.usace.army.mil/
Missions/Civil-Works/Project-
Planning/Completed-Peer-
Review-Reports/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUANABefore we go into each one of these boxes, I want to highlight that these slides are not a comprehensive list of the required final submittal products. Please refer to PB 2018-01(S) for the full list of products, and Appendix H for the required content of these documents. This slide is very busy, but it will hopefully be helpful for teams to reference as they get ready to submit final reports this year.This slide is covering the issue of piecemeal delivery and incomplete submittals:Signatures and Memos. The most frustrating part of the whole report process is probably getting your various documents and memorandums signed. However, the PGN requires a few important signatures are a must to start the final report review clock. Work with your review team if you foresee issues with getting your final report signed on time or if there are lingering policy or legal concerns delaying receipt of legal sufficiency. Everything should be packaged with a memo signed by the DE transmitting the final report to HQ (or the MSC if delegated). These items seem unimportant but are critical to having a complete administrative record.Sponsor Financial Self-Certification. If they’re not completely missing altogether, the next biggest concern for sponsor documents is getting the correct financial self-certification form signed. This is frequently provided on the wrong form; should be ‘for decision documents’ and not agreements. Encourage the lead planners and PMs to review these documents as we are requesting authorization of a project recommendation, not a study.Mitigation/Monitoring & Adaptive Management Plans. In some extreme cases, there was no mitigation identified when it was required. Other times the adaptive management plan or mitigation and adaptive management plan does not comply with policy (ie – not appropriately justified). Another common misstep is that the team resolved the policy concerns in the PGM but the final report was not updated to be consistent with the recommended plan. [mitigation plan requirements covered in slide 14]Agency Technical Review.  Sometimes we only get ATR documentation associated with the draft report.  We need the ATR reports and certification for both the draft report and final report – Typically we get this signed from the PCX leading the ATR. Sometimes when the final ATR cert is missing, it reveals that inadequate ATR was done on the final report.  It’s imperative that whether it is for the ATR or the P&LR, your reports must include the updates you indicated in your response to comments.Environmental/Cultural Resources Compliance. Several hang ups can occur with  Environmental and Cultural Resources Compliance, mainly because of where it is in the process. We typically don’t have enough engineering/design/or cost of the recommended plan until after the ADM when the team begins their feasibility level design effort in the planning phase. This can be logistically difficult for complex studies at the back end of the process. Oftentimes, compliance is not complete. Specifically, final report packages do not include a water quality cert or a letter of confirmation from certifying authority (typically the State). Sometimes the report is absent on the environmental justice analysis (which is a renewed focus of the new Administration). Lastly, NHPA Section 106 agreements not executed when the final reports are submitted. Please note that the only required signatories for compliance in the feasibility phase are the Corps and the SHPO, and the ACHP if they’ve elected to participate. Invited signatories and concurring parties (if identified) can come later.Independent External Peer Review. The final report package should include the AGENCY responses to IEPR – often the district submits the PDT’s responses to the panel as opposed to developing the Agency responses. How are these different? (1) The Agency responses are written as if the Chief himself is responding to these comments and should be clear enough that the public can understand how we concurred or non-concurred with the panel’s comments. (2) We are complying with a law with this Agency Response, and the stand alone document is posted on our HQ website for the public to access. We also transmit these to Congress when the Chief’s Report is signed. Bottom line: often, the wrong document is provided, or the documentation is lacking in appropriate detail. The responses need to consider proper use of tense (“will revise”) and other type of language left over from earlier in the process. This leads to more work required by District planner, P&LCR Team, and RIT Planner after final report is signed; Districts need to retain funding for this task for any revisions needed. There are a ton of examples at the link in the tip box, so please use the resources that are out there, or ask your RIT Planner and Review Manager if you have any questions.

https://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Project-Partnership-Agreements/ppa_forms/
https://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Project-Planning/Completed-Peer-Review-Reports/


11FORMAT / TEMPLATES / CHIEF’S REPORT 
PACKAGE DOCUMENTS

5. Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) Briefing Slides 

 Refer to ER 1105-2-100, 
Exhibit H-10 

 Include the most recent 
information

 Provide in PowerPoint 
format!

2. Finding of No Significant 
Impact / Record of Decision 

(FONSI/ROD) 

 Use required ASA(CW) 
format 
https://planning.erdc.dren.mil/toolbox/li
brary/Guidance/19Apr23-
CG%20USACE%20-
%20National%20Environmental%20Po
licy%20Act%20Decision.pdf

 Provide in Word format!

3. Total Project Cost 
Summary (TPCS) 

 Provide as a 
separate document

 Ensure it is signed

1. Report Summary 

 Use ER 1105-2-100, 
Exhibit H-11 format

 Include the most 
recent information

 Provide in Word 
format!

6. Ancillary Document Revision After Completing Policy Review

 Anticipate the need for additional District time and funding to revise and finalize 
Chief’s/Director’s Report, Report Summary, OMB Slides, Project Placemat…
 Lead Planner, RIT Planner, and Review Manager team effort
 Administration Review may identify need for errata sheets, if necessary.

4. Project Placemats

 Coordinate with RIT 
and Review Manager
 Format is subject to 

Senior Leader input
 Provide as a 

PowerPoint 
document

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QUANAThis slide is here to let you know that we have existing templates and formats for these Chief’s Report documents!The Report Summary is an item of confusion for a lot of teams, and understandably so. However, the Report Summary that is included in the final report package should follow Exhibit H-11 from ER 1105-2-100, and must be updated to reflect most recent information from the final report. This is critical because this document is one of the primary communication tools used by HQ, ASA(CW), OMB, and Congress.  This template includes important information that help inform development of the Chief’s Report package and coordination of Administration Review. This is often an after thought, and while it may not hold up the S&A release process, it adds more work for the HQ team members and unnecessary back and forth with the district. Note: we need this as a WORD document to make final date changes and an update to the S&A status prior to sending to the ASA(CW). The HQ planning team is working on an update to this template that is anticipated to be rolled up into the forthcoming Appendix H update.The FONSI/ROD are oftentimes not provided as a Word document or in the required ASA (CW) format. I’ve noted here on the slide where you can find the templates that are approved by ASA(CW) for use. If you have questions or want Word versions, please coordinate with your environmental reviewer and/or RIT Planner. Please transmit the Word versions with your final report package, as changes may be required as a result of the State and Agency review, and also during ASA(CW)’s Administration review.The biggest hang up with the TPCS is that they show up unsigned or not certified… we cannot accept TPCS that are not approved by the Cost Engineer Mandatory Center of Expertise. The figures in the final report, the Chief’s Report, and ancillary documents must match the certified costs. While the document is usually buried in the cost appendix in the final report, please provide this as a stand-alone separate document. Project Placemats. Fay will talk more about these later in the presentation about how they’re used and how they change through the process. However, if the DCW, DCG-CEO or the Chief visit your project site prior to the final report being signed, these project placemats should have already been developed. The Review Team checks these numbers during the final report review as this is a critical communication tool for your project. It is usually the only document used for briefings leading up to the Chief signing the Chief’s Report.For the OMB briefing slides… more is not better. ER 1105-2-100, Exhibit H-10 lays out the required information for this briefing document, and must be updated to include any changes made for the final report. This is likely an afterthought because PDTs are hyperfocused on the final report package… I get it, but this is a briefing document for your project after you hit send on the final report and must be accurate! Please send as a powerpoint document in case any changes need to be made prior to sending to the Secretary’s office for review.Lastly, we hit a few of these already for box 6 (like the Report Summary and OMB slides)… Ancillary documents (full list in PB 2018-01(S)) are usually an afterthought. These documents don’t typically receive feedback during the P&LR process, so District is often not aware more work is needed until attention shifts to preparing for the Chief’s Report. Please make sure you do a thorough scrub on these during the last DQC prior to DE signature of the final report!One last note: HQ Planning is developing a Chief’s Report and Director’s Report template. This is under review and may be available for those submitting final reports later in the year. In the meantime, please work with your Review Manager and RIT planner to get recently examples of signed Chief’s or Director’s Reports.

https://planning.erdc.dren.mil/toolbox/library/Guidance/19Apr23-CG%20USACE%20-%20National%20Environmental%20Policy%20Act%20Decision.pdf
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BACKCHECK OF DRAFT REPORT COMMENTS

2. Policy and Legal Compliance Review / Project Guidance Memorandum (PGM)

 PGM district response should no longer state “will be addressed in the final report”

 Confirm that “action taken” was completed

 Provide a specific location for finding the changes made

 Ensure that revisions were made throughout the entire report and final report package

 District responses should incorporate information learned during feasibility-level design

1. DQC, ATR, IEPR

 Close all DQC, ATR, and IEPR comments; respond to all public comments

 Diligent reviews and quality assurance by PDT, DQC, MSC, ATR, and IEPR will facilitate 
early issue identification, resolution, and if needed, elevation. 

 IEPR – confirm that revisions were made in the final report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDYThe next topic is backchecking concurrent review comments on the draft report.  1. Starting with the top box - By the time we’re starting policy review on the final report, we expect that all DQC, ATR, and IEPR comments have been closed, public comments have responses, and the necessary edits have been made in the package – that’s one of the first things that some policy reviewers confirm when reviewing the final report.  It’s also something the MSC QA process should be checking.  	Before the final policy review, we’re relying on all the reviews that come before us – PDT, DQC, MSC, ATR, and IEPR, to catch and resolve major technical issues, AND backcheck reviews that came before them.  If major items aren’t discovered until policy review, then it can cause huge problems with the schedule.		[IEPR] One area in particular where we’re consistently seeing backcheck problems is in IEPR.  When the IEPR panel closes comments on the draft report, they are doing so before seeing the revisions in the final report.  Also, there are likely to be multiple PDT members responsible for revisions, so it can be easy to lose track of whether changes have been made.  Someone on the PDT, usually the PM or lead planner, should check that all changes were made and that the Draft Agency Response to IEPR provides the specific change and location.  The DQC team should also confirm that the IEPR changes were made.    2. Moving down to the second box on policy review, the PGM is the roadmap for backchecking draft report policy comments.  For the final report submittal, the District needs to update the PGM to include the changes made and where to find them.  The District responses should no longer state things like “will be addressed in the final report.”  The PDT should confirm that “actions taken” were really taken and provide specific locations for where the changes can be found.  PDTs should also make sure that revisions are made throughout the entire final report and other documents – including your report summary, appendices, placemat, OMB slides, etc.  A quality DQC review should catch any issues in these first four bullets.	Finally, when updating PGM responses, be sure to include any relevant information that wasn’t available when you drafted your first response in preparation for the ADM, namely things that were learned during feasibility-level design.
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FINAL REPORT REVIEW ISSUES
1. Document Consistency

A. Costs
 All documents should match cost certification

 New FY - cost and benefit update requires 
recertification and revisions throughout package

 https://planning.erdc.dren.mil/toolbox/library/MemosandLetters/11sep1
2-DCWCostMemo.pdf

B. Recommended Plan description
 Costs, outputs, BCRs, acreages, features, figures…

 Tips - develop a project fact sheet and list of locations 
where project is described; use search function

3. Appendices
 Check all main report references to 

appendices and vice versa 

 Large compilations, use: 
 table of contents 
 bookmarks 
 appropriate page labeling

 NEPA document should not be an appendix

4. Plan Formulation Story

 Build the case for the recommendation

 No “travelogues” – don’t describe all 
iterations / reformulation

2. Real Estate Plan
 Consistency with the recommended plan and other 

documents 
 LERRDs, costs, easements,…

 ER 405-1-12, Chapter 12

 Signed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDYThis slide is called “final report review issues”, but these problems might also be seen in draft reports.  However, one reason you might not see these issues until the final report is because draft and final reports and submittal packages can look very different from each other. 	Compared to the draft report, there’s a greater level of detail in the final report on the analyses supporting the recommendation, and on the recommended plan.	In addition, draft report packages only contain the draft feasibility report and NEPA document, appendices, and DQC while the final report package contains many more documents.  Document Consistency.  One of the top issues we see during final report review is document consistency, especially in numbers and descriptions.  	- [Costs] – Under costs, make sure that all of your documents match what’s in the cost certification, and if you are crossing over to a new Fiscal Year, that you are factoring in time to recertify your costs and update your entire report package.  The recertification should involve a lower level of effort compared to the original.  	The link on the slide is for a very useful DCW cost memo that explains different types of costs and where you report them in your documents.	- [Recommended Plan Description] - For the Recommended plan, you don’t need to reinvent the wheel every time you describe the plan, you can just cut and paste the exact description from one document to another.  Also make sure that if you update in one place, you update in all other areas the plan is described.  	To facilitate this, it would be helpful to put together a single fact sheet to pass along to the PDT showing the right costs, outputs, etc, as well as a list of locations where the project is described.  Also, you can use the search function to find the numbers that need to be updated, and then manually make the change (rather than doing an automatic search and replace).2. For the Real Estate Plan, make sure that Planning and real estate team members check the main report and real estate plan for consistency, especially on Recommended Plan descriptions and numbers.  The real estate plan also needs to be signed and follow the outline in ER 405-1-2, Chapter 12..3. For Appendices, make sure that someone is going through all documents prior to submittal and double checking all references from one document to another, confirming that when the main report directs you to an appendix, or vice versa, the information is where it should be.	When you have a large compilation of documents in a single appendix, please include a table of contents and bookmarks, use page labels that help readers navigate where they are within the appendix. Make sure all pages have a number, and make sure you can tell what document you are in.4. Plan formulation story – your plan formulation discussion in the feasibility report should build the case for the recommendation, focusing on why the plan was selected and what it does for the nation.  We don’t want a detailed chronology that describes all the different twists and turns that the planning process may have taken.  This is especially true if you had a lot of iterations and reformulations, or a long study history.
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FINAL REPORT REVIEW ISSUES (CONTINUED)

7. OMRR&R
 Did it factor into plan selection?

 Include OMRR&R costs for recommended plan
 Don’t overlook repair, rehabilitation, 

replacement 

6. Fish and Wildlife Habitat Mitigation

 ER 1105-2-100, Appendix C (Sec C-3.e)
 Also see Sec C-4 of prepub. version

 Present range of alternatives, including 
least cost alternative

 Perform incremental cost analysis

5. Life Safety Analysis

 PB 2019-04 and ER 1105-2-101

 Include qualitative or quantitative analysis

 Consult with District dam/levee safety 
SMEs 8. Plan Implementation

 Main report: ER 1105-2-100 (Exhibit G-7); 
 Report summary (ER 1105-2-100, Exhibit H-11)
 OMB slides (Exhibit H-10)

 Describe Fed/non-Fed costs and responsibilities, 
construction sequencing and special 
requirements.

 Items of Cooperation (updates coming):
https://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Project-

Partnership-Agreements/ioc/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDY5. For the Life Safety Analysis, make sure your team is familiar with the requirements in PB 2019-04 and ER 1105-2-101.  The guidance explains when you can be qualitative, and when you need to be quantitative.  You should coordinate with District experts in your dam and levee safety programs on the analysis, and if you need more help, you can reach out to the appropriate PCX.6. If your project requires Fish and Wildlife Habitat Mitigation, you can find the procedures for proper formulation and justification in ER 1105-2-100, Appendix C.  You can look at Section C-3.e of the published Appendix C, and also section C-4 of the prepublication version, which is posted on the Toolbox.	In your report, you’ll need to identify a range of alternatives, including the least cost alternative.  You also need to present an Incremental cost analysis, which is scalable to your study’s specific needs.  7. For Operation, Maintenance, Repair, Rehabilitation, and Replacement (OMRR&R), if these costs do not factor into plan selection, they may not have been estimated or presented in the draft report’s array of alternatives.  However, for final reports we expect to see a description of OMRR&R responsibilities and the associated costs for the recommended plan.  Teams sometimes report operation and maintenance, but do not address RR&R.  Don’t forget about your repair, rehabilitation, and replacement requirements and costs. 8. Plan implementation should be discussed in your main report, report summary, and OMB slides.  Each document will include different information, so look at the Planning Guidance Notebook exhibits shown on the slide for each of these items.  	For the main report you’ll want to include a narrative describe Federal and non-Federal responsibilities, construction sequencing, and any special requirements.	There’s also a list of requirements called the “items of cooperation” that you should coordinate with your Office of Counsel.  The HQ Agreements team is currently updating the verbiage for that list, and the IOCs by project purpose will eventually be posted on the link on the slide.  The first one to be completed should be Flood Risk Management.

https://www.usace.army.mil/Missions/Civil-Works/Project-Partnership-Agreements/ioc/
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COORDINATION

1. Common Understanding of Final Report Submittal and Processing Requirements 

 Consider a P&LCR kickoff meeting to discuss:
 package components
 submittal procedures and who’s doing what (with backup POC’s!)
 review/response/backcheck process and timeframes.  

2. File Sharing

 Determine (in advance) the mechanism(s) for distributing documents to RIT and a 
mixed P&LCR team comprised of MSC staff, OWPR, and other SMEs.

3. Senior Leader Coordination

 Work with RIT Planner to ensure project socialization with HQ Director-level 
reviewers (Office of Counsel, Real Estate, Engineering…) to prevent delays in 
Chief's Report routing/approvals at HQ.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDYOn this last slide of final report issues, we have some coordination tips to make reviews and processing run more smoothly. Because of delegations to the MSC and blended review teams, we have a larger pool of players involved in activities at the end of the feasibility phase, and more opportunities for items and people to fall through the cracks.The first tip is to hold a P&LCR kickoff meeting, to ensure common understanding of – 1) what should be in the final report package, 2) who is sending what documents to whom, including backup POCs in case someone is out of the office, 3) how documents are being sent, and 3) the schedule for all stages of the review process – comments, responses, backcheck, any potential IPRs for comment resolution.  On file sharing – prior to the delegation of policy reviews to the MSC, the MSC transmitted the final report package to the RIT Planner, who then distributed to a review team of primarily HQ staff.  Back then, RIT Planners used HQ shared drive or Sharepoint site to share documents.  Now we have Districts transmitting to a review team managed by the MSC, or directly to HQ. We also have a larger number of reviewers who don’t work at HQ.  Some Districts and Divisions use Projectwise, some use sharepoint. Not everyone has access to the HQ shared drive.  DoD Safe works for everyone, but requires a bit more active management for senders.  So we have a lot of choices, with different pros and cons.No matter what file sharing mechanism you choose, make sure to figure it out in advance and let people know how they’ll be receiving files.As mentioned above, it also helps to designate a back up POC to CC when you are emailing information, in case the primary POC is out of the office.The last tip is on Senior Leader Coordination – When you have studies managed by MSCs and decisionmaking delegated to MSCs, you need to be more deliberate and proactive about socializing your studies with HQ Senior Leaders in Office of Counsel, Real Estate, and Engineering, who will need to sign off on the Chief’s Report package.  Coordinating with these leaders at Headquarters can be challenging if you have review managers sitting at the MSC and you have a DST lead performing duties that used to be the responsibility of the RIT Planner.  But if you keep your RIT Planner in the loop, especially on delegated studies, he or she can ensure that the proper coordination is taking place within HQ and the ASA’s office, not just as the study is preparing to sign the Chief’s report, but at the right points throughout the study.  
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CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING
Which item(s) are required for all Final Report packages?

1. ATR 
certification on 

Draft Report

2. Final IEPR 
Report

4. Updated 
Project Guidance 

Memorandum

3. Signed FONSI 
or ROD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JUDYBefore we move onto the second half of the presentation, let’s check your understanding of some of the material we just discussed.  Out the four items on the screen, which item or items are required for all Final Report packages?Answer: Items 1 and 4 are required#1.  ATR cert on draft report (as well as the ATR certification on the final report) #4. (PGM updated with district responses, any significant vertical discussion, actions taken including location, and any new relevant information from feasibility-level design).Items #2 and #3 are not required.#2. We don’t want the Final IEPR report in the package, we want draft agency response to IEPR.#3. We also don’t want a signed FONSI or ROD, we want a DRAFT in MS Word format.
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CHIEF’S REPORT PROCESSING & BRIEFINGS

Step 11: Final Report 
Review & Processing

Step 12: State &  
Agency Review

Step 13: Sign Chief of 
Engineer’s Report

Step 14: 
Administration Review 

of Chief’s Report

~ 4-5 m
onths

Congratulations!  The final report has been signed and submitted!  But are 
we done?
X The work isn’t done after the final report is submitted to HQ.
X The work isn’t done after a Chief’s Report (or Director’s Report) is signed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FAYYour final report package has been submitted.  Are you done?  While the majority of work has been done, we still aren’t finished.  So, what happens next?There are several steps left before the study is completed.   The time needed to complete these tasks can vary, and districts need to set aside funds for the tasks that need to be completed.  On average it takes about 4 to 5 months from when the district commander submits the final report to the signing of the Chief’s report.Some of these things are outside of the PDT’s control, but there are many things that the district can impact.  Some examples are:Quality of report including consistency, conciseness, readability, and clarity.  Review teams can review reports much more quickly if the numbers and descriptions are consistent, the wording is clear and understandable, and the documentation is concise.  The reviewers won’t have to spend time trying to determine which part of the report has the correct information or working though unnecessary details.  It will also reduce the number of comments provided on the final report.Having a Policy compliant report is a huge factor – work with review teams in advance to resolve issues early.Another thing that impacts the length of time is the amount of time to resolve issues and update final report.  Teams need to be ready to quickly respond to comments and make any required updates to the report.When the final report gets to the policy and legal compliance review team, it has gone through DQC and ATR.  Additionally, there are opportunities to work with the review team throughout the study process.  The goal is that the final report has been thoroughly evaluated and issues resolved prior to the District Commander’s signature.The Chief’s report is a HQ process so much of the work will be completed by the review team, particularly the review manager, and the RIT.  Our goal is to move through these steps with minimal additional work by the PDT.  A way that the PDT can facilitate this is through coordination and early issue resolution with resource agencies, stakeholders, and the vertical team.  I’ll go into more detail in the next few slides.
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WHAT HAPPENS AFTER A FINAL REPORT?
• Review of the final report

• Complete review of the entire document and appendices

• Backcheck of open draft report comments

• Review of ATR, IEPR, and public comments

• Finalize and backcheck final report

• State and Agency Review and FEIS Review (if applicable)
• District may be asked to provide information or draft responses

• Finalize Chief’s Report Package
• Reach back to district as needed

• Staffing of Chief’s Report Package
• Brief Civil Works Senior Leaders 
• Chief’s Report briefing (District Commander)

TIPS: 
 Remove “will do before the end of the 

study” language from documents
 Update cost and economics to current FY 

across ALL products, not just the final 
report

 Be prepared to respond to requests for 
information as things can move quickly at 
this stage.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FAYThe review includes the entire final report and appendices as well as the accompanying documents.Final report reviews generally take 4 weeks.  Open comments from the draft report will be backchecked, and any additional comments on the final report will be added to the Project Guidance Memorandum or PGM.  Any unresolved comments must be discussed and resolved.  The RT will look at the ATR, IEPR, and public comments to ensure that they have been addressed.  The final report may need to be updated by the PDT based on the final report review.  If the final report needs to be updated, then the report will be backchecked by the P&LCR team.The next step is State and Agency review which is required for Chief’s reports but not for Director’s reports.  If the report has an EIS, there is also a final NEPA review.  These are different reviews that are done concurrently.  Different laws are applicable. S&A review is required by the Flood Control Act of 1944.  FEIS – NEPA.The review manager is responsible for the conduct of S&A review.  The mailing list is dependent upon several factors.  For example, if there is an airport nearby, then a letter goes to the FAA.  The RM and RIT planner will coordinate with the PDT to get contact information and to determine if there are any additional tribes or agencies that should be included. Both physical and email addresses are needed because the process has become completely electronic.  The program analyst at OWPR creates the letters.  The HQ Chief of Planning and Policy is briefed by the review manager and approves release of the proposed Chief’s report for S&A review.  If we get comment letters during S&A review, The RIT planner or review manager may request that the district provide a draft response.  Any final NEPA and S&A reviews must be completed before the Chief signs the Chief’s report.Go over tipsExplain that process changes often depending upon preferences of Senior leaders or due to attempts to streamline the process.  Things can and do change pertaining to things like who does the briefing.
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REPORT PACKAGE CONTENTS
CHIEF’S REPORT PACKAGE:

 Final integrated feasibility / NEPA report with appendices
 Report summary (include map, schedule with accurate dates, 

congressional delegations for study area, BCR at 7% discount 
rate, ER 1105-2-100, Exhibit H-11).

 Project Briefing slides for OMB (ER 1105-2-100, Exhibit H-10)
 Placemat
 Unsigned ROD or FONSI (in required format)
 Peer and Legal Review certifications (and reports) 
 Cost certification and Total Project Cost Summary
 Agency Response to IEPR (or waiver)
 State and Agency review summary and letters
 Documentation of Review Findings  
 Any applicable project specific implementation guidance or 

policy waivers
 Non-federal sponsor’s signed letter of support and financial 

self-certification
 Draft Chief’s Report
 Committee Chairs and Congressional notification letters

DIRECTOR’S REPORT 
PACKAGES:

 Includes the same information as 
the Chief’s Report Package 
except: 
 It does not include State and 

Agency review summary and 
letters

 Includes draft Director’s 
Report

Tip:
Documents are read by Senior 
USACE leaders, OASA(CW), 
and OMB.  Make sure that 
documents are consistent, 
accurate, and concise.  These 
leaders and Agencies are 
making decisions concerning 
your project.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FAYPart of the work that is happening before the signing of the Chief’s or Director’s reports includes preparing the report packages.Explain how the report package contents are related to what the district does or provides.  Some of the documents are created by the review manager or the RIT.Final report – must be updated and consistent with other documents in the CR package.  OASA and OMB will read the entire report.The Documentation of Review findings provides a summary of all of the study reviews with a focus on highly significant comments.  The DoRF is read by USACE senior leaders, ASA(CW) and OMB staff, and the PGM is a major part of the DoRF so having a clear, concise, grammatically correct comment response record is very important.  Tip: please remember when a reviewer or RIT planner reach back to ask for help on these documents, that these documents are very important because they will be read by people who are making decisions concerning your project.A better product increases chances for support of the recommendation.  
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PROJECT PLACEMATS
Self-briefing, stand-alone product:
 What is the problem being addressed?
 Why does the problem need to be fixed?
 What is the solution?
 Compelling reasons OMB should support the 

project – be clear!
 Clearly label and number project features

TIPS: 
 Make sure the numbers are consistent 

with other Chief’s Report documents
 Do not provide planning details (e.g., opportunities, 

and constraints; alternatives analysis). 
 Use clear images and label features!
 Effective project placemats featuring compelling reasons 

will  greatly help your projects get through these 
reviews!!!

 Request examples from your RIT planner or review 
manager.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FAYI want to spend a little bit of time on the placemat as these documents have become an important part of briefing senior leaders.Standalone briefing document that should be understandable by people that are not part of the study process, including people outside of USACE.Should not look like a PDT briefing document.  Reader should be able to understand the recommendation from looking at the placemat.Problem, recommended solution, and why it is important.A good evaluation using the 4 accounts can help teams think about those “completing reasons” that may not be obvious when based only on NED or NER.  Examples, life safety, CSRM benefits of an ecosystem restoration project, etc.Features numbered and labeled.You can request examples from your RIT planner or review manager.
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COORDINATION LEADING TO A CHIEF’S REPORT

State & Agency Review of Proposed 
Chief’s Report Chief’s Report Signing

Review Manager 
briefs HQUSACE 
Chief of Planning 

and Policy

Briefings for DCW 
& DCG-CEO

State & Agency Review:
• Chief of Planning and Policy signs State and Agency review letters (districts will 

support the RIT and Review managers in developing lists and providing POCs and 
addresses). 

• 30-day State and Agency Review begins after all policy and legal compliance 
review comments are resolved, the final report has been revised, and permission 
to release the proposed Chief’s report is received from the Chief of Planning and 
Policy.  

District 
Commander briefs 
Chief of Engineers

TIP: 
 Civil Works Leadership or 

the Chief would like to visit 
the project before signing 
the Chief’s Report 
(work with your RIT!)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FAYAmount of time between submission of final report and start of S&A review generally depends upon the time needed to resolve final report comments and update the final report.During the S&A review, the review team and RIT planner are finalizing the documents in the Chief’s Report package.  There may be some reach back to the district for support.Documents, including the final report, may have to be updated if comments received during S&A and FEIS reviews warrant revisions.   S&A and final NEPA reviews must be completed prior to the signing of a Chief’s Report.  No S&A review for a Director’s report, but if there is an EIS, there must be a 30-day publication of the FEIS.As an Example of a process that has changed – Briefings for DCW and DCG-CEO, were done by RIT planner, then review manager, now appear to be moving to having them as a dry-run for the District Commanders.  Lesson learned – be prepared at all times and be flexible.  Include your district commander in briefings and keep him or her in the loop concerning project issues and recommendations.  Don’t wait until the last minute.  Senior CW leadership wants to visit the project site before the signing of the Chief’s report, so districts should be coordinating with their RIT and MSC to ensure that there is time for a leadership visit and briefing.  
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
You submitted your final report in July.  Will you need to update costs and 
benefits before you are finished?

YES NO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHARLES
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NOW YOU HAVE A SIGNED CHIEF’S REPORT

Administration Review of 
Chief’s Report

ASA(CW) Transmits 
Chief’s Report 
to Congress

RIT Planner 
facilitates 

responses to 
ASA(CW) and 

OMB comments

OMB Clearance of 
Project for 

Transmittal to 
Congress

Administration Review:
• Approximately 4-5 months after final feasibility study is submitted for review.
• Final Chief’s Report submitted to ASA(CW) for review and OMB clearance.
• ASA(CW) approves signing of the Record of Decision (ROD) or Finding of No Significant 

Impact (FONSI).

Updates may be 
required for price 
level adjustments 

in letters to 
Congress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHARLESNow your Chief’s Report is signed, so you’re done, right?  Not quite, you still have to complete Administration Review. This review consists of two steps – ASA(CW) review and OMB review.As soon as your Chief’s Report is signed the RIT planner will prepare and submit a package to the ASA(CW). Over the course of the next 60 days you should expect to get questions from the ASA(CW) staff about various aspects of your study. Topics vary widely.Once ASA(CW) review is complete the package goes to OMB for review. This review should be finished in about 60 days as well, but frequently takes longer. District teams should expect additional questions during this review.Once OMB finishes review a letter will be provided that allows the ASA(CW) to formally transmit the Chief’s Report to Congress. This letter will also allow for ability to budget, if granted. The ASA(CW) will then sign the ROD or allow for signing of the FONSI.Now you are done.It is important to note that during this period the district, division, HQ, and ASA(CW) will need to respond quickly to questions raised during review. In all cases you should be working through your MSC and RIT to provide answers. Funding should be retained to address these questions and to provide updates for price level and discount rate changes between the time your report is finished and the project is authorized in a WRDA..
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WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU HAVE A DIRECTOR’S REPORT?

HQ Review and Processing:
• Approximately 2-4 months after final feasibility study is 

submitted for review.
• HQUSACE Chief of Planning and Policy may or may not 

request a briefing from the review manager.
• No S&A Review required.
• 30-day NEPA cooling off period if EIS.
• Director of Civil Works may or may not request a briefing 

from review manager.
• Director of Civil Works signs the Director’s Report.

Administration Review:
• Signed Director’s Report submitted to ASA(CW) and then 

OMB for review.
• ASA(CW) approves signing of the Record of Decision 

(ROD) or Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI).
• ASA(CW) transmits to Congress.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHARLESWhat is different if you have a Director’s Report?Processing time is slightly shorter. Only Chief’s Reports require State & Agency Review. However, you don’t gain 30 days to your schedule. Some time may be needed to complete processing at HQ.If you have an EIS there will still be a 30 day cooling off period associated (usually called final NEPA). This is not actually a review but sometimes we do get comments from EPA or DOI that need to be addressed.The administration review steps are similar to the processing of a Chief’s Report.  ASA(CW) will still review and comment. OMB may still have comments. ASA(CW) will transmit to Congress, requesting action if the Director’s Report is to support a 902 fix. If not a 902 fix the transmittal to Congress is for informational purposes.ASA(CW) will inform when ROD or FONSI can be signed, same as for a Chief’s Report.
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ASA(CW) Review

ADMINISTRATION REVIEW

 Limited, informal review manager and RIT 
coordination prior to ASA(CW) receiving final 
report (e.g., policy exceptions)

 ADM meeting is typically the ASA(CW)’s 
introduction to the study; report summary and 
other read-aheads are very important.

 ASA(CW) will review the entire report! District 
needs funding to respond to comments.

 DE may be given the go-ahead to execute 
FONSI upon completion of their review.

 ASA(CW) submits the entire report to OMB 
for review.

 Review the entire report
 May or may not request a briefing (OMB 

briefing slides and placemat very important).
 Sends questions to ASA(CW) who transmits 

them to the RIT – District assists with 
response if needed.

OMB Review

TIP: 
 The ASA(CW) and OMB review 

the entire report – clean, clear 
reports help!!!

 District should reserve funding 
to respond to comments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHARLESAdministration review starts with the ASA(CW).ASA(CW) staff have limited involvement in study early on, primarily through approval of policy exceptions (LPP, resource agency issues, 3x3 exemptions, etc.). Their first real involvement is at the ADM.  Good report summary is key!The ASA(CW) staff review the entire Chief’s Report package including the final report, the documentation of review findings, the agency response to IEPR, the placemat, and the OMB briefing slides. After their review is complete they send comments back to HQ through the RIT. The RIT planner and the review manager will make an attempt to answer any questions they can but will frequently reach down to the district for more complicated questions.  When the ASA(CW) is ready to transmit to OMB the district may be allowed to sign the FONSI, if applicable. For an EIS the ASA(CW) will provide the signed ROD only after OMB review is complete.OMB will similarly review the entire product provided to them by the ASA(CW) and may request a meeting with HQ, MSC, and district participants.  This varies depending on the OMB reviewer and the complexity of the project.   
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ADMINISTRATION REVIEW
Major Themes:
 Residual risk.
 Is it possible to construct a smaller portion of the project?
 If there is a low BCR at 7%, what are other project benefits or compelling reasons to help OMB 

relay project support prior to transmittal to Congress?

From Recent ASA(CW) Reviews:
 Economic methodology (content to structure ratios).
 Why are levees needed in a particular area (can there be a smaller project?).
 Adaptive management costs.
 Policy minutia.

From Recent OMB Reviews:
 Multipurpose projects – BCR when only one purpose. 
 Did the Corps cause the problem? What is the federal interest?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHARLESTopics vary widely for the types of issues raised during administration review. The key thing to understand about administration review is an overarching concern about ‘is this project worth the investment’ and if the documentation makes a defensible case for the investment.  Some major themes include: how well the project will reduce residual risk, separability and the ability to construct only a smaller increment, and if the BCR at 7% is low are there other benefits (like life safety) that make it worth the investment.ASA(CW) topics focus more on the nuts and bolts of what was done to feel comfortable about defending the recommendation.OMB topics focus more on establishment of federal interest and should we make the investment.
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• Early issue resolution facilitates timely final report reviews.

• Quality and consistency of products are key in finishing your study.

• Districts play a role in the final processing of Chief’s and Director’s Reports 
and Administration Review.

• Review activities must be closely coordinated with the review manager and 
RIT planner to ensure timely completion.

• District must reserve adequate funding and time to complete these 
activities, and support ASA(CW) and OMB reviews.

• Specific actions and processes may vary on a case-by-case basis, 
depending on the situation. Just because something successfully happened 
on one or more occasions, does not mean it will always be that way – BE 
FLEXIBLE!

SO… WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHARLESChief’s and Director’s Report packages have many parts that must convey important information to decisionmakers and administration reviewers. It is highly important that these products get equal quality review and attention while completing the final report for submittal.The areas highlighted in this presentation are some of the most routinely identified as needing assistance during final report review and Chief’s Report processing. Please ensure that your team takes a glance at the information provided prior to submitting your final report package. Any time you can save up front can allow us to all focus our energies better on getting the product over the finish line of a signed Chief’s Report!District teams will need to provide updated products or respond to questions from the RIT planner, the review manager, ASA(CW), and/or OMB as a part of the final processing and funds should be retained to cover the cost of responding.
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